Eventer 001 : A Potted History

B

ased
near
Hastings, a small
team headed by
Chris Keith-Lucas and
Guy Black created one
of the most beautiful cars
ever conceived – LYNX
Eventer; the name had
been taken from the
British Riley Lynx. Based
on the XJS sports coupé,
it was easily the most
quintessentially British
vehicle in existence at
the time – or ever; a slinky, V-12 ‘shooting brake’, it was most definitely not an ‘estate’. With
three doors and all the wood and leather you could muster, the Eventer* had added visibility,
rear-seat room and buckets of boot space. Each one was exclusive, each conversion took 14
weeks to produce and the attention to detail was second to none.
Lynx Eventer 001 was the first prototype, registered in 1982 as XJV 12 and initially
driven by Guy Black. Chris Keith-Lucas, says, ”I feel particularly connected with it because I
built that body myself, from first principles; we had not got as far as making any jigs at that
stage. It is, therefore, probably slightly dimensionally different from all subsequent cars for
that reason. Something we struggled with on that car was the shape of the roof. My original
idea was that fitting a sunroof would be a clever way of managing the junction between the
original front section and the new, extended, estate-car back section. In fact it introduced
more problems than it overcame and we ended up with an outline like a thruppenny bit. An
extra thickness of filler gave it the necessary double-curvature. We were learning.”
Rupert Hine first encountered Eventer 001 at the Earl’s Court Motor Show. Chris remembers
delivering the car to his mews home in Central London. It was only then he began to really
discover what Rupert did for a living. He was the renowned British musician, songwriter and
record producer - www.ruperthine.com … In Rupert’s own words:
“I went to visit the manufacturers in Hastings. There were several of the cars in their small,
but impressive workshops/showroom in various stages of build. The car took a standard
factory-made XJS and then replaced the entire rear end of the car, from the back of the main
seats through to the rear bumper. It was quite an extraordinary sight! I had never been much
of a fan of the XJS and seeing this stunning-looking fastback car, like a sleeker, more
aerodynamic take on the Reliant Scimitar, it was hard to believe it was born out of the least
beautiful Jaguar sports car. It was final proof, to me, that it was the clumsy buttresses on the
rear end of the standard car that let the design down so badly. So here was not only a
brilliant design solution, but also a conversion that created a shooting brake of extraordinary
capacity. I am a musician and I was soon to find out that I could carry more keyboards in this
vehicle than I could in my Range Rover! A total of 8 electronic synthesisers!
“I can't remember the 'showroom price' at that time, but I remember thinking that I needed to
go away and think about it. A few days later a call from Chris Keith-Lucas let me know their
demonstration car would be available shortly and, given it had some 20,000 miles on the
clock, could be had for a reduced price. It was the car in all the brochures and PR material.
I bought it immediately. Several years later I moved to France and the car did many a longlegged journey between Paris and the South and is a wonderful classic ‘tourer’.”
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21/9/17 Rupert’s 70th.
Still in his dressing gown,
with Pascal Mathieu and
the restored Briar Rose.

Penelope Keith with 001.
The BBC asked to borrow
her for the sitcom Sweet
Sixteen, filmed in 1982.

Eventer 001’s first

registration plates were
XJV 12, above, then
WWK 34X for the sitcom
and now
GJK 850X.
*
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upert bought a C-type/replica in 1986 and had Eventer 001 resprayed similarly, in Ecurie Ecosse Blue. When he left
France in 2000 to live in the USA the C-type went too but the Eventer was provisionally stored, due to a supposedly
seized gearbox. He had turned on the engine one day only to find he couldn’t put her in gear - 001 has automatic
transmission. The short story is 001 languished in a French container for over ten years then was transported back to the
UK in 2011, to where Rupert had returned, and stored on a farm for another few years. She was ‘rescued’ by Rupert’s wife,
Fay, aided by Eventer enthusiast Pascal Mathieu who had been secretly commissioned by her to instigate the car’s
restoration - in time for Rupert’s 70th Birthday. The Lynx was trailered to Pascal’s garage in Belgium…in between other
work, he had less than two years to complete the job. The restoration, and this list is by no means exhaustive, involved:
o Dismantling, cutting rust and repairing as needed with new
metal, some hand formed, others sourced from donor cars or
bought new if and when available
o Replacing (seized) engine and gearbox with all ancillaries,
restoring fuel tank
o Overhauling steering and suspensions rear and front
o Repairing roof and sun roof
o Respraying inside and outside.
o Replacing rubber seals (doors, windows, tailgate)
o Replacing damaged parts with second hand (chromium, RH
door, RH front wing)
o Dying leather in black, cleaning carpets, replacing headliner
and repairing trimming on C pillars
o Reassembly with all accessories, windows as per original
o Supply original wheels in nice condition or resprayed but
new tyres x 5
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upert was reunited with Briar Rose - so called by
Pascal because she had been ‘asleep’ for so long on 21st September, 2017. She had been resprayed
Lunar Grey, a new Jaguar colour near to her original
shade. He told Pascal: “I was SO excited!…I have been
feeling the hairs on the back of my neck getting very
excited…I almost fell over! With delight - not shock!!!!
Although I had those pretty Bristol 401s, wacky Riley
RMA’s, beautiful Aston DB5 convertibles and C-type
replicas…the one truly ‘original’ as in unique car (and the
one I drove as an everyday car so enjoyably for almost 20
years) was always the idiosyncratic marvel that both you
and I love so.”

BRIAR ROSE is currently stored and maintained in
Gloucestershire by Pride & Joy Storage Solutions. Their
Rupert Neville Hine : 21/9/47 - 4/6/2020
custom-built facilities offer high security, a controlled
environment for preservation and a range of additional
services geared towards helping owners, enhance and enjoy
their cars. Chris Keith-Lucas now heads up CKL Developments Limited; founded in 1999, it has grown into the world’s
leading specialist in Jaguar Sports and Racing Cars of the 1950’s and ’60’s. Pascal Mathieu is the proprietor of L’Atelier
du Mécano, British Cars Restoration & Maintenance, Brussels.
*Of the 63 Eventers built, three were prototypes. Apparently 56 Eventers are still in existence. Further information is available from:
The Lynx Eventer Preservation Society www.lynxeventer.com
Photographs: (Front) Pascal Mathieu, Fay Morgan Hine, (Back) Fay Morgan Hine, Gillian Carmoodie.
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